Dynamic simulation of the self-tapping insertion process of orthodontic microimplants into cortical bone with a 3-dimensional finite element method.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the stress state in the cortical bone around an orthodontic microimplant during and after the insertion surgery. The self-tapping insertion of an orthodontic microimplant into 1-mm-thick cortical bone containing a predrilled hole was simulated by using a 3-dimensional finite element method. The entire insertion surgery was replicated by a total of 3601 calculation steps: ie, the first 3600 dynamic steps analyzing the insertion process and an additional static step for analyzing the residual stress state after insertion. Four microimplants were experimentally inserted into rabbit tibiae to measure the insertion torques and compare them with the finite element analysis results. Reasonable agreement was observed between the experimentally measured and the finite element calculated torques, confirming the validity of our finite element simulation, which showed that high stresses can develop in the interfacial bone during microimplant insertion. Hoop stresses above the ultimate tensile strength and radial stresses above the ultimate compressive strength of cortical bone developed in the bone. Furthermore, residual radial stresses higher than the critical threshold stress to trigger pathologic bone resorption were observed after insertion. These high insertion-related stresses implied that it is not the orthodontic force or the timing of its application, but the insertion conditions that can determine the bone's response to the microimplant and its clinical prognosis. This in-vitro finite element analysis showed that, during the self-tapping insertion of orthodontic microimplants, stresses high enough to fracture cortical bone can develop. After the self-tapping insertion, the radial stresses calculated at the interfacial bone were higher than the threshold value to trigger pathologic bone resorption.